Student nurses’ experiences of how caring and learning is intertwined – A phenomenological study
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Abstract

Background: Clinical studies in nursing education ought to create conditions for the students to link theory to praxis. Previous research in this field focuses on the gap between theory and practice, learning environments, supervision and reflection connected to caring and learning. In addition there are studies that propose the concept of learning and caring as intertwined. The aim of this study is to describe how caring and learning is intertwined from a student perspective.

Methods: The study was carried out using Reflective Lifeworld Research (RLR) with a phenomenological approach. Lifeworld interviews were conducted with students after their clinical placement on a Dedicated Education Unit (DEU).

Results: The essential meaning is a movement where caring and learning fall into place which appears in an atmosphere filled with appealing challenges, but has to be sensitive to the students’ readiness. The atmosphere depends on their sense of security and how they experience confirming and affirming responses. Encountering the patient means that the students can gain a sense of the whole and the theory falls into place. The results also highlight how the student, in this atmosphere, has a desire to find a new role in a personal style.

Conclusions: The study emphasizes the importance of supporting the students in understanding learning and caring as intertwined and not separated. A dualistic approach could harm the students’ aim to get the knowledge embodied. This holistic perspective requires a reflective attitude on caring and learning and has to be further developed in the didactics and supervision.
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1 Introduction

Nursing education needs to create fertile conditions for students to learn in clinical settings. Learning and caring take place simultaneously in caring contexts and according to Ekebergh¹,² learning and caring can be understood as intertwined phenomena, but how can learning and caring be intertwined? The purpose of this paper is to study student nurses’ experiences of caring and learning as intertwined in a learning environment, which is an important question in terms of the development of teaching strategies in clinical practice in nursing education.
1.1 Literature review

Extensive research has been carried out about learning in clinical practice, the focus of which is primarily on areas such as the gap between theory and practice, learning environments, supervision and reflection on caring and learning. Some examples from each area are presented in the following review.

The importance of overlapping the gap between theory and practice, and of supporting student nurses in feeling comfortable as becoming nurses, are highlighted in a number of studies [3-5]. Chuan and Barnett [6] demonstrate that there is a potential for students to develop and learn in learning environments if there are factors that can enhance the learning process. Dedicated Education Units (DEU) as a kind of learning environment, have shown to generate a greater satisfaction among students compared with a traditional supervision model, or traditional units [7, 8].

Several studies focus on different supervision models and the impact they have on the nursing students’ learning and caring [9]. Supervision is carried out as a one-to-one relationship [10] or in pairs of students [11, 12], and students can be supervised through peer learning and in that way be supported by each other [13-16].

The learning process in clinical settings is nurtured by reflection and can be performed in groups [17-19], based on patient narratives [20] or through reflective writing [21-23]. Reflection has the potential to link theory and practice [24] but the student has a need to receive feedback and guidance from the supervisors in reflection [25]. Berglund, Sjögren and Ekebergh [26] combined academic and clinical staff in a group reflection with students in order to further develop the links between the academic field and the caring context.

In addition to the research areas reported above there are also studies that propose the concept of learning and caring as an intertwined phenomenon. These studies address the issue of didactics having the potential to support the students’ development in caring contexts [1, 2, 11, 12, 27-29].

1.2 Ontological and epistemological foundation

Caring and learning, as an intertwined phenomenon, has an ontological and epistemological foundation in caring science and lifeworld theory. Caring science is a body of knowledge for understanding the human being in relation to health, well-being, caring and suffering. Caring science emphasizes the patient’s perspective and encompasses existential issues concerning the patient’s world. The concept of the lifeworld, based on Husserl’s lifeworld theory [30, 31] adds a philosophical foundation in order to be able to gain knowledge of the patient’s perspective. A lifeworld approach emphasizes the individual’s experiences, which thus entails recognizing the world as the patient does, particularly in terms of suffering and well-being. The core of caring, is to support and strengthen the patient’s health and wellbeing [32]. When the lifeworld perspective relates to learning it entails recognizing the learner’s world of experiences as the starting-point for the development of understanding. Learning is an individual process and takes its point of departure in the learner’s previous experiences, which become an integral part of this learning process, thus entailing that the learning is dependent on the student’s subjective dimension in terms of understanding, values, interests and perspectives.

In order to be able to make sense of experiences and gain new insights the lifeworld has to be reflected upon. In other words the student has to link theory and practice with their own lifeworld as well as to that of the patient. Caring and learning thus entails lifeworld-encounters in order for the student to gain a holistic understanding of the caring [33]. Intertwined caring and learning generates the need for didactics that have the potential of simultaneously supporting caring and learning so as to interweave the two.

The review of the literature indicates a need for further research in the learning and caring context as to how caring can nurture learning and vice versa. By using a lifeworld perspective there is a potential to gain knowledge of how student nurses experience caring and learning as intertwined. The knowledge that is generated can contribute to a further development of lifeworld-led didactics being as it is in line with previous research in lifeworld-based care and didactics [1, 34].
1.3 Aim
The aim of this study is to describe how caring and learning is intertwined from a student perspective.

2 Methods
A focal part of this study is to maintain a genuine desire to discover meanings that will reveal the intertwined phenomenon of caring and learning. Reflective Lifeworld Research (RLR) with a phenomenological approach \[^{35}\] was chosen in order to study this phenomenon. This approach according to Dahlberg, Dahlberg and Nyström \[^{35}\] entails openness, bridling and reflective approach to the phenomenon while the researcher searches for meanings. The openness is a genuine willingness to see, listen and try to understand the participants’ descriptions of the phenomenon. There is a curiosity, sensitivity and wish to understand something in a new way in this open approach to the phenomenon \[^{36}\]. The process of bridling entails coping with one’s own pre-understanding in such a way as to disturb as little as possible the understanding of the phenomenon and also to slow down the process. This process emphasizes the need for having patience, not being too quick or making the indefinite definite too quickly \[^{37}\].

2.1 Setting, participants and data collection
The study, which has a caring science approach and an epistemological foundation in lifeworld theory, was performed at a DEU in an Orthopaedic Clinic. The unit has two aims, one is to support students’ learning process and the other is to support the development of excellent care from a caring science perspective. The participating student nurses are on their final clinical placement, which lasts for three weeks. They were supported both by clinical supervisors and a lecturer from the nursing college and were given their own patients to plan for and were to perform nursing care as independently as possible.

The inclusion criteria for the participants were nursing students on their clinical placement in the DEU who were willing to talk about their experiences of caring and learning. Thirteen students from the undergraduate nursing program took part in the study, one male and twelve female, aged between 23 and 39 years. Nine of them participated in group interviews, and three of these also in individual interviews. A further four students participated only in individual interviews.

The lifeworld interviews \[^{35}\] were conducted after the students had finished the clinical studies and were performed by the first author. Two group interviews were carried out first (four/five participants in each) where the initial question was “Can you tell me about what you have learned by providing care at this unit?” The aim of the group interviews was to stimulate the students’ reflection on the phenomenon. It would also help the researcher to further define the phenomenon as a preparation for the individual interviews, where the aim was to gain a greater understanding of the phenomenon. Seven individual interviews were then conducted. The participants had been instructed to have a special situation from the clinical placement in mind, which they had experienced as both caring and learning. When the interview started the initial question was “Can you please tell me about a situation you have experienced as both caring and learning here in the unit”. Reenactment was used as a further way of gaining rich descriptions and of recalling memories from the special situation \[^{38, 39}\]. When the interview started, the participant recounted the caring situation and then he/she was instructed to show it as a soliloquy. This is characterized by a live monologue in order to arouse memories and to start a process of reflection. In the reenactment the sequence of events is slowed down and the whole scene unfolds in this increased time span. In order to maintain the open and bridling approach, both in the group interviews and the individual ones, clarifying questions were asked such as “Can you tell me more about...?” or “What do you mean by....”. The overall goal was to guide the participants to reflect upon the intertwined phenomenon of caring and learning.

2.2 Data analysis
In the analysis the same approach of openness, bridling and reflexivity was applied as outlined above \[^{35}\]. In the beginning the transcripts of all the data, from the two sets of interviews were read over and over again in order to gain a sense of “the
whole” and become familiar with the text. The next sequence involved organizing the text into meaning units. These were read repeatedly in order to transform them to meanings and to further reveal the phenomenon. The data was analyzed as a dialogue between the text and the researcher while all the time remaining focused on the phenomenon, and its meaning, and what it says. During the process there was a movement between close proximity to and distance from the text. The researcher moves between looking at the meaning units as a figure in the foreground, or as part of a background. They were then structured together in clusters based on similarities and differences, and how they related to each other. The phenomenon was highlighted with help of the clusters and the essence could be expressed. The essence is the structure of the meanings or “a phenomenon’s style, its way of being” [35] and the aim of the analysis is to describe the essence of the phenomenon and then the phenomenon in all its variations, termed the constituents.

2.3 Ethical considerations
The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Gothenburg [40] and further conformed to the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki [41]. Oral and written information about the study were given to the participants. The voluntary participation and the possibility of withdrawing at any time without explanation, was emphasized. Furthermore confidentiality and protection for the participants’ integrity and identity was assured and all the participants gave written consent.

3 Results
The essential meaning is a movement where caring and learning fall into place which appears in an atmosphere filled with challenges that appeal to the student nurses. The atmosphere includes sensitivity towards their development and their needs for intertwining theory and practice. Caring and learning meet in a fruitful collaboration in an atmosphere of positive response that offers appealing challenges.

The challenge in both caring and learning has to come at the right time, when one feels one is ready and has a sense of security. The student then has the courage to dare to progress in his/her caring and learning process. In a permissive and secure atmosphere it is possible to face up to exhilarating challenges. Pieces fall into place in the encounter with the patient, and new insights about meaning and coherence occur. Appealing challenges, such as taking more responsibility and gaining greater independence, help to integrate the caring and learning.

A new understanding and confirmation of thoughts and actions are revealed in an atmosphere containing feedback, dialogue and reflection. Responses, both verbatim and through body language, provide guidance about skills and competence. The caring and learning proceeds with the help of confirmation that one is on the right track through a process of continuous dialogue and reflection.

The desire to develop in a new role as a nurse motivates the student to make progress and accept the challenges. The motivation to find one’s own personal style is supported in an atmosphere where this desire is understood, where there is room for developing independence and where the possibility for providing care supports the learning. A caring and learning atmosphere can thus be seen as one that is flexible, from providing a secure foundation to providing the opportunity for increasing the student nurse’s responsibility and independence on the way to finding a new role and personal style. The following four constituents, Sensing security, Confirming and affirming response, Gaining a sense of the whole and Desiring to find a new role, further elucidate the meaning of the phenomenon.

3.1 Sensing security
Supervisors, who exude a sense of security and who have the ability to balance between both monitoring and permitting, actively create an atmosphere of security and support for the student. The overall responsibility of the supervisor offers the students a sense of security. They are given the confidence to take responsibility when they are ready and
then experience that they learn a great deal. “She [the supervisor] said that I always knew what I was doing // that was good as it meant that I could work independently and still know that if I did something wrong then she would see it”.

The introduction to clinical placement creates a safe environment for the students. Explicit and simple routines on the unit provide security and stability for students who might otherwise feel lost in the new context. In this atmosphere they can develop and find their role at their own pace.

Students feel as though they have a “close-knit” group in the interaction with other students. They find security in each other and feel at home in the unit and among the patients. They are willing to accommodate each other’s learning by sharing experiences and also by enabling each other to be able to try new situations in nursing care. The sense of security together as a student group creates a permissive atmosphere in which learning is experienced as being pleasurable and joyful.

The students are met by the staff and the patients with an understanding for them being students involved in a learning process. This in turn creates a sense of security in being in an atmosphere containing commitment, tolerance and interest. On the other hand when they are met with disinterest or their supervisor is not available, they are prevented from learning and find difficulties in performing nursing care. There are then no appealing challenges for them but instead they experience feelings of powerlessness, vulnerability and frustration.

The students take their responsibility for the patients seriously and are keen to be prepared and secure in the encounter with the patients. The decisions taken together with physicians create a sense of security for the student and can also provide a calming effect on patients and increase confidence between them. They are given time to prepare themselves in terms of knowledge about the patient so they can feel more independent and can take responsibility for the nursing care. “One becomes more secure and confident in the patient encounters// one has read about the patient and has, well yes, one’s own control”.

3.2 Confirming and affirming response

The students experience responses from patients, staff, supervisors and other students in various ways. They can feel confirmed and gain an insight into them being on the right track or that they have to correct something they do. They can also feel excluded and not be part of the caring and learning environment and thus be frustrated. It is notable that the response is both oral and in body language and helps to create an atmosphere where both caring and learning can proceed. “It felt good that he // [the physician] took time or at least a short while where we looked at each other and then I felt confirmed”

Their understanding and ability to perform nursing care is challenged and when they are confirmed in being on the right track, they are motivated to take on greater responsibility and be more independent.

The students consider the relationship with the patient to be a part of their caring and learning process. The response given by the patient guides the student to be aware of his/her approach and skills. They describe an ability to understand what is happening in the caring relationship that will guide them to provide good nursing care. “A lot, I think, depends on the contact one has with the patient, how you well, but how you learn how to be in that situation and how you see yourself as a nurse in the future”.

When they are excluded and not invited into a dialogue they experience a loss of response and an opportunity to learn can be hindered. They express disappointment and frustration when the supervisor is not available and they are unable to receive feedback. “[The supervisors] didn’t have time to see that everything was done properly, they couldn’t see what we had found out and there were many times when we didn’t get the feedback that we needed”.
The students appreciate and understand the value of reflection, but want it to be given in a flexible way and in a permitting atmosphere. Having structured group reflection, a generally reflective attitude throughout the day, reflecting together with other students to and from work as well as self-reflecting at home provides an opportunity to gain new insights that are valuable in caring. Even if reflection is of great importance for the caring and learning process they express a need to take a break from the reflection sometimes. The students wrote a reflective diary but this was not followed up with the supervisors. It could have been good for them in terms of both the caring and the learning if the supervisors had given them feedback, but now it was more seen as a burdensome duty than a reflective tool. “We wrote in the diaries every day//the idea was that we were to receive the supervisors’ reflection and feedback and when we didn’t get it// it just fizzled out// we didn’t learn anything from using the diaries”.

The students are stimulated when the supervisors do not provide ready-made answers and solutions. The students can then answer the questions themselves and are challenged to think for themselves and to dare to take initiative and thus can become empowered and develop their independence. On the other hand they can feel hindered and disturbed when they are provided with ready answers or are corrected too quickly. They lose control and feel disappointed when they are not allowed to think or respond by themselves. They want the supervisor to be flexible and be aware of when they feel ready and prepared. “The student should be allowed to finish his/her sentence before the supervisor starts adding something// they, the supervisors, shouldn’t be too quick// I think that you lose a little of your confidence// and instead be more withdrawn again”.

3.3 Gaining a sense of the whole

The students experience how theory falls into place and the encounter with the patient has meaning and coherence. Theoretical knowledge and practical training is a foundation but they can never replace the real encounter with the patients. In the interplay with the patient they learn both a caring attitude and practical skills that would have been impossible without the patient. “That’s when I learn//when I’m caring// then I learn both how to approach the patient and the practical skills//I have to have a patient so that I can learn how I’m supposed to do it”.

The relationship with the patient is sensitive and influenced by the student’s own maturity and sense of being ready. When there are moments that the students find difficult to cope with or are unfamiliar with, there is a need to have the supervisors by their side to feel secure. On the other hand when they feel secure in the nursing situation and have an opportunity to be with the patient, to listen and to be patient, they feel satisfied in their nursing performance. They are affected by the patients' limitations and pain, which challenges them to try to ease the suffering, understand and to empathize with their situation. Thus when they feel comfortable and ready to be alone with the patient it is inhibiting having the supervisor in the room. Supervisors have to understand and assess the situation and be able to get the right balance to handle it correctly with just the right amount of supervisory presence. “That’s what I think is so good when I’m allowed to go in by myself, that I’m the one who gets the relationship// if the nurse is in there then they’ll talk and then I miss the chance for the contact”.

The relationship between the patient and the student is strengthened when they meet the same patient a number of days and the latter is in need of a great deal of nursing care. In such a situation they are able to adapt the care more and more individually, while at the same time, in their learning ambition, they try to prioritize what feels the most rewarding to perform or practice in nursing care in order to be prepared as a nurse. They look at their learning needs in the light of the future and can thus sometimes be frustrated in having to care for the same patient for a long time. “You didn’t learn so much by being in with her, it was just nursing// if you’d gone back the day after then you wouldn’t have learnt anything new”.

The students are able to see how the nursing documentation provides a certain picture of the patient, which is then revised when meeting the patient. They feel that it is important to have the encounter as soon as possible in order to be able to obtain as accurate a picture as possible.
Even if a caring approach can be more or less a part of one’s personality and some can exhibit a kind of aptitude for performing caring science there is no short cut for this to become embodied. The student nurses have to meet the patient and in the encounter with the patient a sense of the whole is gained “We read a lot about caring science// but it’s first when you meet the patient that you begin to learn”.

3.4 Desiring to find a new role

Students are driven towards the goal of becoming a nurse in their own personal way. They try to find their own identity as a nurse by having supervisors as role models and choosing what feels right for them when performing nursing care. They look up to and feel comfortable with supervisors who act in a way that is in tune with what they have learnt at university. These supervisors act as guides and are important for them in their development in becoming more mature. Although the supervisors have only been in the background, their actions and attitudes are noticed by the students. They see how the supervisor acts in a thorough and professional manner. They want to live up to this role model, and they also believe that they unconsciously imitate them. “[The supervisor] was very careful, correct and well informed// she was just as we had read about in the course// We wanted to be just like her, we want to be careful and correct, we want to be able to get everything”.

The students strive to perform nursing in their own way in a combination of professionalism and their own personal style. It should be noticeable that it is “just me” who performs nursing and one's own personality is to be preserved even when caring. “[Having the supervisor as a model] helps me// to find out who I am as a carer // you’re never exactly like another person, //I am me // it’s a mixture of the profession and how you are as a person, that you have // the theoretical knowledge but I still do it my way// it should show when I’m caring”.

In order to find one’s own way it is necessary to gain greater independence and confidence for coping with situations by oneself. In order to identify herself in the role one student says: “by being allowed to take responsibility myself, but then also that I was there alone[with the patient], I was the only one who could take care of the situation // there was no one who stood behind me and said no you should think like this or now you should do this, I had to find my own way”.

It can be both liberating and frightening trying to find one’s own style and developing into the new role. The atmosphere may contain both security and pressure and can drive them forward to meet the challenges of taking responsibility and solving problems. Some pressure can thus be needed to learn more and to attain the new role. “You have to solve the problem yourself // You’re put under a little pressure and I think that you work better when you’re put under a little pressure”.

The students describe how they mature in a gradual transition from the student role to the nursing role. They are able to cope with more patients than previously, better able to work in a new context and able to take on greater responsibility. Taking more responsibility makes them feel as though they are nurses and theory and practice are more integrated. They gain more understanding of nursing care and in an atmosphere that encourages independence and responsibility a new way of learning in a caring context can arise, which is different to that experienced in other clinical placements. “I’ve really learnt a lot more// everything is focused round the student and you’re given responsibility and then you learn to trust yourself and you develop and you get the information yourself and yes, it’s a lot better I think”.

The feeling that they are becoming nurses is augmented in the position of power that is experienced in the encounter with the patient. They gain an understanding of the patients’ needs for care and can see their own power in their role as a caregiver. It becomes an appealing challenge when attempting to cope with this position of power whilst aiming to benefit the patient. “I felt like I was a nurse// I felt that I had a sort of, a position there, where I was trusted”.

There is a desire and ambition to be prepared for their future role as nurses, and it requires having the confidence and a sense of authority to stand up for their opinion and to take initiative. Encountering staff, physicians or patients fosters them
to also cope with difficult situations and discussions. “I’ve noticed that in all parts of the training that I’ve started to take initiatives and stand up for myself more”. Students describe that they can now engage in discussions with physicians in a more mature way than previously. They achieve new insights and can see how things are connected in a new way. They gain an ability to think on their own and courage to question what appears to them to be wrong. As a part of their maturity they can choose the right solutions to problems and gradually see what their future profession will be like.

They finally reflect over how close they are to becoming a nurse and how much this final clinical placement has meant for them. They are amazed how quickly they have grown and matured in learning nursing care. “It only took ten shifts to find the nurse’s role, before it was more of just being a student but now I felt more and more that I would soon be a nurse, it was so close to the final exam, but I also felt that yes, now I know just about what it will be like”.

4 Discussion

This paper focuses on the phenomenon of intertwined caring and learning and how student nurses describe it. The results show the importance of an atmosphere, which is suitable for students, where they can interact with patients, supervisors and the student group. The support in the student group is a part in the maturing process in the caring context. By reflecting and helping each other in nursing care, they encourage each other to accept challenges and theory and practice fall into place. Other studies have highlighted how support can be performed as peer learning among students or through supervision in pairs [11, 12, 14].

Reflecting on the phenomenon of the intertwined caring and learning entails allowing a movement to start between these two and allowing the phenomenon to be mirrored by each of them. There is a risk of only focusing on either the one or the other in the interview situation, and thus it was a methodological challenge to maintain the focus on the phenomenon. The current culture in nursing care tends to mainly involve “doing” without reflection. There is also a risk when the learning process is left without reflection and is separated from what is experienced by the student when caring for the patients. Merleau-Ponty [42] described how the human existence and the environment is intertwined. Both depend on and influence each other. We are all influenced by the world around us while we also influence the world. In that way we cannot separate our existence from the world that we live in. People experience phenomena as wholes [43] but also as individual aspects in the complex whole. The intertwined phenomenon of caring and learning can be seen in the same way as the human existence in the world, depending on and influencing each other. By using Merleau-Ponty [42, 43] we can also explain this phenomenon as an interaction between caring and learning, characterized by a movement between the background and the figure. Caring creates a background for learning in some situations, which can then appear as a figure and the learning process is activated in a fruitful way. On the other hand learning becomes the background for caring in other situations, which are then the focus of the student’s consciousness and actions. It is however through the learning, which provides the background that the student is able to care. This movement keeps caring and learning together, but the focus varies depending on the purpose with the different situations in practice.

The current perspective in nursing care is tending to be dualistic, which can harm the understanding of caring and learning. If, for example, theory and practice or the nursing education and the clinic were divided there would be no sense of the whole and it would be difficult for the student to experience that knowledge falls into place and to experience it as embodied knowledge. In supervision attention should be paid to intertwining caring and learning through reflection and with a lifeworld perspective. There is a challenge for both students and supervisors in the process of avoiding all kinds of dualism.

If the atmosphere is to be favorable for performing nursing care and for the knowledge to be embodied then sensitivity for the student’s lifeworld is needed. The atmosphere has to be characterized by security where challenges do not generate fear but instead are appealing to the students. The challenges that are presented in nursing care are coped with by the students when they are given responsibility and try to perform the nursing care themselves.
The students expressed their satisfaction and astonishment about how quickly they developed their responsibility, confidence and their future role. Even if they were sometimes pressurized to solve situations themselves, it was generally felt that the time was right for them and they liked accepting the challenges. Gadamer [36] points out how one’s own understanding has to be challenged in order to achieve new understanding. The students demonstrate courage in challenging their previous understanding and thus broaden their horizon. The crucial role of the supervisors is particularly noticeable. Their support means security for the students and can be experienced both when the supervisor is present or not. The student has to be able to trust that he/she can always receive the support and get the opportunity to be able to reflect together with the supervisor. Supervision can be seen as an art in being sensitive towards the students’ lifeworld and being able to support the student individually to meet his/her needs. The findings of Holst and Hörberg [11, 12] indicate the importance of students having the opportunity to independently carry out caring. Reflection, which is a part of the supervision, plays a decisive role in the integration of theory and practice. Moreover both caring and learning are seen as emanating from a lifeworld perspective, i.e. emanating from the one who experiences the caring or learning.

In the encounter with the patients the student can gain a sense of theory and practice as a whole and thus the time spent with the patient is valuable for the students’ learning as well as that spent with the supervisor [44]. Being in a caring context provides the students with the opportunity of developing an understanding of the patient and learning how to meet his/her needs. This, however, requires a reflective attitude that needs to be supported in the supervision.

The students endeavor to integrate knowledge and experiences from the caring context, which enable the development of embodied knowledge. This process creates the foundation for a personal style of performing nursing care, in comparison with Merleau-Ponty [42, 43]. The personal style becomes visible through their lived bodies, which entails their whole presence in caring encounters, both verbal and nonverbal expressions. In this developing process it is of crucial importance with reflection on actions and experiences. The students need a powerful support from their supervisors in this reflection that includes awareness about caring and learning being intertwined [1]. Students have to be taken seriously and their lived experiences of care not be neglected [45]. Reflection based on their lived experiences and on the patients’ narratives contributes to them gaining new insights. The results show that different types of reflection are important for the student to be able to integrate caring and learning, which calls for strategies to make reflection be a natural part of the learning process in caring contexts in order for the knowledge to be embodied.

It is a methodological challenge to maintain an open approach to the phenomenon and to bridle one’s pre-understanding [35]. The issue is about not making the indefinite definite too quickly throughout the whole process [37], but to really think through what the meaning is in what the informant says about the phenomenon. The act of bridling can be similarly described as a slowing down in the process of understanding and not taking anything for granted. By using reenactment a further perspective could entail that the phenomenon was studied through a situation that was remembered and brought to life again and thus the focus on the phenomenon could be maintained in the interview. The research team and doctoral colleagues assisted in reviewing the manuscript in the analysis phase several times and thus contributed to the analysis process. The results are presented in the form of the essence of the phenomenon and its constituents in accordance with the principles of RLR [35], and can thus be seen in a wider perspective and be appropriate even for other contexts where student nurses are in clinical settings.

5 Conclusion

The result emphasizes the importance of supporting the students in understanding caring and learning as being intertwined so that the knowledge can be embodied and they can find their personal style. An atmosphere that is characterized by challenges that appeal to the students and that are presented at the right time is needed. If the atmosphere lacks security, a sense of support and feedback to the student, he/she is prevented from developing in their caring and learning. A similar hindrance can occur if caring and learning is seen as separate parts and not intertwined. Caring can then be just a “doing” or an imitation of the supervisor’s behavior, without any reflection. Learning can be a concern for the student him/herself.
and not a part of good nursing care. The patient can be the means for the student to gain his/her goal to learn while it should always be that it is the patient that is the goal for the nursing care. It appears to be important to create a reflective atmosphere where the students are supported in seeing the whole complexity of caring and learning and how they depend on each other. The students have to be allowed to take the challenge of meeting the patients in a caring context and to become more and more independent.

To see caring and learning as being intertwined might be a challenge for both students and supervisors and can be seen as a change in perspective. In this holistic perspective on caring and learning, we have the same approach as in caring science. An atmosphere that contains this kind of holistic perspective can contribute to making caring more learning and learning more caring, being as they are intertwined. A holistic view is, however, often threatened by a dualistic perspective, but can be maintained when there is time to allow caring to be reflected upon in terms of learning and vice versa. This perspective will have consequences for education and for clinical settings as well. It entails, for example, developing a conscious attitude of there being a learning moment in every caring situation and caring potential in every learning activity. Lifeworld led didactics can further be developed when caring and learning can be grasped as being intertwined and seen as one phenomenon in all its complexity and variations. The goal for learning environments is thus to create conditions for an atmosphere where the students can get the knowledge embodied and find their personal style. It requires support not only for the students but for the supervisors as well, in order to understand and reflect on the intertwined phenomenon of caring and learning.
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